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MONDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 2012
IT'S ALL ABOUT
'Grand Valley Mernes' 
Facebook page brings out 
the best and worst things 
about life as a Laker
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR
S
ophomore Vincent Persichetti and his 
friends loved memes way before they 
became a hot topic at Grand Valley 
State University.
Persichetti, who made the Facebook site 
"Grand Valley Memes,” said he did not
know the craze would spread as quickly as 
it did.
“I did not expect it to blow up this fast at 
all,” he said. “I posted four or five memes 
and sent it to my friends and next thing I 
know I came back from my class on Mon­
day and we had close to 600 people. I be­
lieve that our meme page blew up faster 
than the other (university) ones did.”
The page had about 4,500 likes Sunday, 
and about 3.000 Facebook users had men­
tioned it in posts. More than 71,500 people 
from a number of countries had viewed the 
page by Friday.
Persichetti said he was inspired to make 
a GVSU meme page when he posted a sa­
tirical meme on the Facebook page about 
Kleiner Late Night. The meme was taken 
down by the administrators of the page, but 
not before receiving many ‘likes’ from stu­
dents who found it relatable.
• Persichetti said he was also inspired 
when he saw other people’s GVSU memes 
that were generic enough to apply to really 
any school, and he said he wanted to make 
some specific to the student experience at 
GVSU.
"I wanted to show kihd of my Laker pride 
by adding a couple jokes that only Grand 
Valley people know,” he said. “These little
SEE MEMES, A3
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"I did not expect it to blow up 
this fast at all. I posted four 
or five memes and sent it to 
my friends and the next thing 
I know I came back from my 
class on Monday and we had 
close to 600 people."
VINCENT PERSICHETTI 
CREATOR OF 'GRAND VALLEY 
MEMES' FACEBOOK PAGE
2
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GVL / Anya Zentmeyer
Good news ahead: Matt McLogan, vice president of University Relations and member of the Grand Valley State University Board ofTrustees, 
discusses what Gov. Rick Snyder's 2013 budget proposal could mean for not only GVSU, but higher education as a whole in Michigan.
Trustees approve housing rate increase
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL MANAGING EDITOR
Grand Valley State University students 
living in on-campus housing for the 2012- 
13 school year will see a modest increase in 
room and board costs.
The GVSU Board of Trustees voted to 
increase housing rates by 1.56 percent, or 
between $24 and $75 per semester, during 
Friday’s meeting. The 14-meal dining plan 
will also increase by $45 per semester for 
Fall 2012, raising the total cost for students 
up to $1260.
Administrators said the increase, which 
follows this years’ freeze on room and 
boarding rates at the university, is due to ris­
ing personnel costs and expenses related to 
supplies, materials and maintenance.
“We work to make sure that our dining 
options are attractive to students,” said Andy 
Beachnau, director of Housing. “We know 
they contribute to connecting and retaining 
students while supporting their academic
'//////////////////////////////£
^ "We work to make sure 
^ that our dining options are 
^ attractive to students. We know ^ 
^ they contribute to connecting ^ 
^ and retaining students while 
^ supporting their academic and '/ 
^ personal goals."
ANDY BEACHNAU '/
HOUSING DIRECTOR ^
''''//////////////////////////////'s
and personal goals.”
The trustees also approved the construc­
tion of a new field research building that 
serves GVSU’s Annis Water Resources In­
stitute, located on the shores of Muskegon 
Lake near the Lake Michigan Center, where 
AWRI is housed.
SEE BOARD, A3
UAS approves 
gen. ed changes
BY 8AMANTHA BUTCHER
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF
The University 
Academic Senate 
at Grand Valley 
State University 
approved changes 
to the general edu­
cation program last 
month after more 
than three years of 
input gathering and 
deliberations.
The program, 
which was adopted 
on Jan. 27, replaces 
the current pro­
gram’s theme requirement with broader issues 
courses and introduces new skill requirements 
into the program. The first changes to general 
education will be seen in Fall 2013, with all 
changes implemented by 2016.
“The GE program has both knowledge goals 
and skills goals, and together they embody 
what GVSU feels identifies someone as well- 
educated, or generally educated,” Robert Gilles, 
General Education Committee chair, told the 
Lanthorn in December. "... These proposed 
curricular goals are our way of saying to all 
GVSU students that they need to become very 
reflective and active people in order to shape the 
world over the next 30 or 40 years.”
Recent changes to the general education cur­
riculum include the elimination of the Writing 
305 junior-level writing requirement and the 
reduction of the Theme requirement from nine 
credits to six.
To read the general education proposal in 
full, visit www.gvsu.edu/gened.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Senate changing funding for student org travel
* The Student Senate will vote on a measure to 
fchanging travel funding rules for Stuey-registered or­
ganizations on Feb. 23.
• The rules, which would take effect next year, will 
change what organizations are eligible for travel fund­
ing. The measure was introduced last week.
Student Scholars Day still accepting applications
. Students interested in presenting scholarly or cre­
ative work in the 2012 Student Scholars Day have until 
Friday at 11:59 p.m. to register.
SSD is an annual event hosted by the Office of 
Undergraduate Research and Scholarship, and is ex­
pected to host more than 400 presentations by more 
than 600 students. This year's event is scheduled for 
April 11.
To apply, visit www.gvsu.edu/ssd. Registrations 
must include the names and GVSU email addresses 
pf student participant(s) and faculty mentor(s), the 
Aitle of the presentation, a 1,000-character abstract or 
ertist's statement, desired presentation time and the 
Aype of presentation.
All presentation formats are welcome.
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most 
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we 
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in 
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or 
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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GVL / Eric Coulter
Close to extinction: A Grand Valley State University student browses the Polish language program's bulletin board in Mackinac 
Hall.The program, which currently only has 34 students enrolled in three courses, is in danger of being dropped at GVSU.
Endangered language
Low enrollment numbers threaten Polish program's future
BY JOEL CAMPBELL
GVL STAFF WRITER
After 30 years of in­struction at Grand Valley State Universi­ty, the Polish program could 
move from endangered to 
extinct if enrollment does 
not increase.
The department of mod­
em languages and litera­
tures has expressed the de­
sire to close the program if 
its numbers do not increase. 
Currently, one section each 
of Polish 101, 102 and 202 
are being offered at GVSU. 
While each section has a 
30-student capacity, 90 stu­
dents total, only 34 students 
are enrolled in Polish cours­
es.
Eva Lewak, who has 
taught Polish at GVSU 
since 1994, said students 
have told her the modem 
languages department does 
not advertise the Polish pro­
gram to the same degree it 
advertises its more popular 
programs.
“I had a transfer student 
who asked to take Polish,” 
Lewak said. “The adviser 
told her to take French in­
stead because Grand Valley 
didn’t offer Polish.”
Other languages taught at 
GVSU are French, German, 
Spanish, Arabic, Chinese, 
Japanese, Italian and Rus­
sian.
In letters POL 202 stu­
dents wrote about the enroll­
ment problems, one student 
suggested others did not 
take Polish because unlike 
many other languages in the 
department, Polish cannot 
be taken as a major or minor. 
There are only four courses 
in the Polish program, 101 
through 202, but students 
can seek additional lan­
guage support through Klub 
Polski, which was founded 
last semester and has about 
20 members.
Despite the program’s 
small size, it has developed 
a strong relationship with 
the Polish consulate in Chi­
cago. For Christmas this 
year, Lewak and the students
went to the Consulate to cel­
ebrate Polish Christmas tra­
ditions. GVSU was one of 
the few universities present 
at the celebration, which the 
Polish vice ambassador to 
the U.S. also attended.
The Consolate inter­
viewed Klub Polski Presi­
dent Jacob Szocinski and 
has offered support for the 
group.
“The consulate called 
them young ambassadors 
for Poland,” Lewak said.
The Polish program is 
also active in the Studies in 
Trans-Atlantic International 
Relations (STAIR) pro­
gram, an exchange program 
between GVSU, the Crakow 
University of Economics in 
Poland and the University 
of Debrecen in Hungary. In 
the dual-degree program, 
GVSU students spend one 
semester in each of the part­
ner schools and receive both 
GVSU and European Union 
bachelors-level international 
relations degrees. Students 
are qualified for the STAIR 
program after a semester of 
Polish language, and schol­
arships are offered to GVSU 
students from the Polish 
Consulate.
Lewak said an end to 
Polish at GVSU could lead 
to the end of the STAIR ex­
change.
“This is the time to go 
(through STAIR),” Lewak 
said.
Lewak said despite the 
popularity of other Euro­
pean countries like Italy or 
Spain, Poland is “not having 
any problems” recruiting 
study abroad students.
For more information 
about the Polish program, 
visit www.gvsu.edu/mll. For 
more* information about the 
STAIR program, visit www. 
gvsu.edu/pic.
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"I had a transfer student who asked 
to take Polish.The adviser told her to 
take French instead because Grand 
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MEMES
continued from A1
things kind of show that we 
all have something in com­
mon. It’s a Laker experi­
ence.”
The Facebook page also 
attests to the cohesiveness 
of the GVSU community in 
particular, Persichetti said.
“We have more inside 
jokes than a lot of colleges,” 
he said. ‘‘We’re not as big 
but we still get a lot of likes, 
a lot of participation.”
The meme page creator 
said the site also shows 
outsiders and future Lakers 
different aspects of GVSU 
beyond the admissions 
tours. He said his roommate
showed a prospective stu­
dent the site and said, “This 
is the real experience. This is 
what it’s going to be like.”
However, Persichetti said 
nothing has been posted 
that could really turn people 
away.
“Nobody says anything 
bad about the professors 
or the classes,” he said. “1 
think that says a lot. No one 
complains about their ma­
jor. No one complains about 
‘you won’t get a job’ (with a 
GVSU degree). They only 
complain about the little 
things, things that aren’t 
gonna make you not wanna 
go to Grand Valley. I think 
its just because we have such 
a good school.”
The page also allows stu­
dents a chance to vent about 
irritating daily experiences 
or, as Persichetti said, “cool 
things off” with the use erf 
satire.
Persichetti said he and his 
roommates have been moni­
toring the site to make sure 
people do not post anything 
inappropriate or discrimina­
tory.
“I wanna do whatever it 
takes to avoid that,” he said, 
explaining that he, as the 
page administrator, is liable 
for the material posted. “We 
do recognize free speech 
(but) we are from Grand 
Valley and there are certain 
principles we stand for.”
The team of students re­
moves posts that are insult­
ing to a particular person or 
group, irrelevant to GVSU 
or incorrectly made.
Persichetti said students 
should not take it person­
ally if their memes are taken 
down.
“So far what’s kind erf 
good is that not many people 
have posted things that are 
really bad,” Persichetti said. 
“This means people at Grand 
Valley are actually consider­
ate. Our page has shown that 
we don’t need be offensive 
to be funny. Our school is 
funny on its own.”
Persichetti said the site is 
now accepting rage comics.
news@ lanthorn .com
BOARD
continued from A1
The new structure will 
replace the existing field sta­
tion, which no longer has the 
capacity to serve the needs erf 
AWRI.
Among the features of the 
AWRI’s new 14,800 gross- 
square-foot, LEED-certified 
design plans are state-of-the- 
art research labs, a mesocosm 
(tanks) facility, a boat loading 
bay, researcher and graduate 
student offices and secure stor­
age space.
The research labs are de­
signed to support, the study 
of emerging issues facing the 
Great Lakes, such as invasive 
species and climate change.
“We need the research tq 
help us understand what the 
problems are, and more im­
portantly, what the solutions 
are,” Alan Steinman, direc­
tor of AWRI, told trustees on 
Friday. “And the lab space that 
we’ll have in this new building 
will allow us to do the kind of 
research, give us the facilities 
we need to really stay on top of 
these kinds of problems.”
Private donations, univer­
sity capital development funds 
and an existing federal grant 
will pay for the $3.4 million 
project, with a construction 
start-date scheduled for Au­
gust 2012 and a final comple­
tion date of December 2013.
managingeditor@ 
lanthorn rom
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GVL / Robert Mathews
Look up at Heaven and Earth: Clover's "Heaven and Earth" statue, built in 1991, stretches up toward a sky that boasts an endless blue on the Grand Valley State University's Allendale Campus.
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EDITORIAL
PLUGGED IN Though unlimited access to digital media makes boring days brighter, it's important to take time to power down and smell the roses (or hit the books)
A
 cell phone at the side, computer in 
lap, browser tabs open to Facebook, 
Twitter and Tumblr, a book sitting on 
a table nearby — sound familiar?
Technological distractions are an inescap­
able part of the digital age, but that doesn’t 
mean they’re a guaranteed good. Ever since 
the dawn of higher education there have 
always been at least a million “more interest­
ing” things for students to do than study, and 
it’s never been easier to procrastinate than 
into today’s technologically-driven, media- 
obsessed wodd.
After all, you’ll get to that reading even­
tually, right after you read this text, watch 
that viral video, retweet the latest inapprtv 
priate Rick Santorum election declaration 
and check out what other random acts of 
kindness Good Guy Greg is performing on 
Grand Valley Memes.
So it’s been three hours and you still have 
nothing to show for it? We hate to be ‘that 
guy,’ but maybe you should have just done 
the reading.
It’s hard not to get distracted when so 
many things are competing for our atten­
tion, and no one is suggesting that students 
should wholeheartedly embrace the old Ben
Franklin adage that we should never put off 
until tomorrow what we can do today, be­
cause for most of us, that kind of promise in 
a fast-paced college environment is reserved 
only for hopeless New Year resolutions and 
things you tell your grandmother on the 
phone. It’s OK to take a break, but it’s not 
really a break until you’ve done some real 
work.
College isn’t cheap, and we don’t pay 
thousands upon thousands of dollars each 
semester to let Words with Friends lure us 
away from that other great game, Words Our 
Professors Will Grade. As we all gripe about
every time tuition is due, we pay a premium 
to come here, learn and get a degree. So we 
might as well make the most of it.
If that means turning off your cellphone 
before class instead of texting under the 
table, then buck up, power down and pay 
attention.
So log out of Facebook, stop browsing 
Reddit, que up your Tumblr. When you get 
back, Jenna Marbles will still be complain­
ing, rage comics will still be raging and 
fame-hungry celebs will still be tweeting. 
The only difference is that you’ll be a little 
bit smarter while they do it.
QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE
What is your favorite Grand 
Valley meme?
"'I don't always go to Fresh, but 
when I do it's always a gamble.'"
ERIC NODGE
Senior, political science 
Walled Lake, Mich.
'Good Guy Gregs."
ANDY CLEARY
Sophomore, accounting and finance 
Cadillac, Mich.
"'We're here to help you succeed! 
MIPs for everybody.'"
ERIN PATRICK
Freshman, communications 
Dearborn, Mich.
"'You go to GVSU?Your weekends 
must be really exciting.'"
If »
i
ALEXIS QUEBBEMEN
Junior, group social studies 
Brighton, Mich.
"'Here at GVSU we are very 
culturally diverse... We have 
Kleinese.'"
MATT MOREY
Senior, music 
Dewitt, Mich.
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to 
stimulate discussion and action on 
topics of interest to the Grand Val­
ley Community. Student opinions 
do not reflect those of die Grand 
Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expres­
sion for reader opinions: letters 
to the editor, guest columns and 
phone responses.
Letters must include the author s 
name and be accompanied by 
current picture identification if 
dropped off in person Letters will 
be checked by an employee of the 
Grand Valley lanthorn
Letters appear as space permits 
each issue The limit for letter 
length is one page, single spaced 
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense letters and columns 
for length restrictions and clarity 
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will 
not be held responsible for errors 
that appear in print as a result cf 
transcribing handwritten letters or 
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be 
withheld for compelling reasons 
The content, information and views 
expressed are not approved by nor 
necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, 
officers, faculty and staff
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Singles Awareness Day needs to disappear
BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST
Valentines’ Day is upon 
us and love is in the air.
It lingers in the atmo­
sphere and you could practi­
cally choke on its perfume. 
It’s so thick you could cut it 
into little pieces and peddle it 
as chocolate delights.
If you’re not in a relation­
ship on Valentine’s Day, it 
can be a holiday of exclusion 
and depression. While cou­
ples daintily nibble on dishes 
expertly crafted at elegant 
restaurants, everyone else 
gorges on massive helpings 
of disgusting stomach filth. 
Couples clink their glasses 
of fine wine together in cel­
ebration of their quaint and 
beautiful relationship, while 
everyone else chugs a whole 
bottle just so something else 
is as empty inside.
Can’t you feel the joy? If
not, enjoy Singles Awareness 
Da-
No, shut up! Shut your 
single mouth! This is why 
you’re alone!
Okay, I’m sorry — that 
was rude. I just hate when 
people call Valentine’s Day 
“Singles Awareness Day.”
It was cute until SAD found 
its way onto professionally- 
made greeting cards and 
my Facebook feed cluttered 
up annually with the same 
slogan: “Happy Singles 
Awareness Day.”
There’s no other holiday 
that separates into different 
factions based on individu­
als — St. Patrick’s Day is an 
Irish holiday, but there aren’t 
any Chinese or Jamaican 
protestors asking to com­
memorate other nationalities. 
Halloween is a time to scare 
children, and imagine how 
creepy it would be if neigh­
bors decided to decorate their 
houses like candy to entice 
youngsters instead.
Hansel and Gretel is still 
pertinent, folks.
So why should Valentines’
Day break up from a single 
holiday? Yes, “break up” 
and “single”... Somebody 
stop me...
Let me break down that 
phrase to explain why no 
one should mention, let 
alone celebrate such a bogus 
observance.
First comes the “Happy,” 
as in “Oh, it’s soooooo ironic 
and satirical because today 
actually celebrates couples 
and being with another per­
son, which is depressing to 
me.” Your hipster adjectives 
don’t amuse me (and they’re 
too mainstream anyway).
Next up is “Singles,” 
which essentially adver­
tises to the world, “I have no 
one!” If we hadn’t already 
picked up the cue from your 
Facebook relationship status 
and the constant and vague 
musings about how you 
“miss someone,” this certain 
raises a lonely red flag.
Thirdly, and possibly the 
worst part, is “Awareness,” as 
if your solitude was some de­
bilitating illness that required 
a reminder of its existence
(see the above paragraph). If 
we’re really raising aware­
ness that you’re single and 
“happy,” why not design a 
telethon to raise money or 
produce a compilation album 
like we do for AIDS and 
starvation? However, unlike 
the latter two, no one is really 
looking to cure your afflic­
tion at this point.
Finally, we end with 
“Day,” which insinuates that 
there is only one 24-hour 
period out the year where 
non-relationship people can 
celebrate their situation. 
While this would be an ideal 
circumstance for annoyed 
people like me, it’s really 
only a dream.
So, come tomorrow, I 
hope that all you single peo­
ple will think twice before 
“celebrating” SAD and then 
behaving like any other day. 
Take it easy, you’ll find that 
someone eventually. Until 
then, break off a chocolate 
piece from your neighbor’s 
house and cry in the dark like 
the rest of us.
csluttery@ lanthorn rom
Birth control policy a reasonable compromise
BY ANDREW JUSTUS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
The Obama administra­
tion’s recent compromise 
involving birth control cover­
age for those whose health 
insurance comes from a reli­
gious not-for-profit employer 
has been accused of tram­
pling the rights of religious 
institutions. I argue anything 
less would have been a tram­
pling of individual rights, an 
ideal far more sacred to the 
spirit of our nation than the 
ideals of the church.
Under the current 
compromise, workers (and 
dependents also covered by
their insurance) at religious 
non-profits such as schools, 
hospitals, charities and 
universities have the option 
to request coverage of family 
planning resources at no 
charge to themselves. The 
plan also allows the affected 
institutions to say they do not 
pay for such services. What 
is not covered are persons 
directly employed by houses 
cf worship such as reverends, 
nuns and janitors. Though I 
would rather see those indi­
viduals covered as well, the 
nature of their work is more 
closely tied to the teach­
ings of their religion. It is a 
reasonable compromise.
The importance cf this 
measure is that it champions 
and successfully defends 
individual freedom. It makes 
birth control available to
those who want it at no addi­
tional cost, and allows those 
who do not believe in such 
things to abstain.
Many in the Republican 
field say President Obama 
has a strong record of rob­
bing Americans of their 
individual freedoms. Ironi­
cally, many cf them would 
have preferred to prioritize 
the churches’ wishes over the 
individuals*.
One concern I have about 
this rule is that the First 
Amendment bars the govern­
ment from making laws that 
concern establishments cf 
religion. This rule, while 
being less intrusive than the 
administration’s original 
proposal, does seem to force 
some religious institutions 
to do what they wouldn’t 
otherwise do. Because of
this there may be challenges 
in court to the new rule, but 
I believe it will stand up be­
cause other similar rules that 
disallow religious practices 
such as polygamy have laid 
precedent for the government 
regulating the absolute will 
of the church.
In the end, the majority in 
government and in the reli­
gious world are happy with 
the new rule as it currently 
stands, including the Catholic 
Health Association, which 
said, “We are pleased and 
grateful that the religious lib­
erty and conscience protec­
tion needs of so many min­
istries that serve our country 
were appreciated enough that 
an early resolution cf this 
issue was accomplished.” - 
assistantnews®- 
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ART OF THE ISSUE : AIGA VALENTINE'S DAY CARDS //////////////////////////////z
COURTESY IMAGES / AIGA GRAND VALLEY
Signed, sealed, delivered: These Valentine's Day cards, designed by members of the Grand Valley State University chapter of AIGA, 
the professional association for design, will be available for purchase today and tomorrow at both Calder Art Center and outside 
of the Kirkhof Center on GVSU's Allendale Campus. Top left: "Love Forever" by Jordan Armstrong (acetone transfer); top right: 
"Love is in the small things" by Kayla Koenigsknecht; bottom: "You're a hoot!" by Kuu Hubbard and Jodi Carpenter.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR '////////////////////////////,
Review of 'Light 
in the Piazza' an 
afterthought
The Lathorn's February 9th 
review erf GVSU Opera Theatre’s 
production erf “The Light in the 
Piazza” was disappointing. More 
alarmingly, though, is how predict­
able of a disappointment the piece 
turned out to be. Every year. Grand 
Valley’s top musicians work for 
months, in addition to their classes 
and jobs, to put this great univer­
sity’s stamp on a work of opera 
or musical theatre. Every year, 
it’s a great show. And every year. 
The Lanthorn s coverage of this 
Grand Valley staple is, at best, an 
afterthought.
Despite past injustices, this year 
takes the cake. The review’s lack of 
relevant content begs the question 
erf whether or not someone from 
The Lanthorn actually attended 
any erf last weekend’s performanc­
es. If a student were to come across 
the “review” s/he would gain the 
following: the show happened, 
there is a male character, there is 
a female character that is double­
cast, and some characters speak 
Italian. A reader might infer that 
the show contains a love story (an 
odd plot point to exclude, indeed). 
However, no amount of reading 
between the lines would allow 
anyone to discover that the story’s 
main character, Margaret Johnson, 
even exists, let alone how won­
derfully both Lynnae Myers and 
Caitlin Cusack bring the complex 
character to life.
For the record, “The Light in 
the Piazza” is inarguably one of 
the best musicals ever produced 
on Broadway. Anecdotally, many 
erf GVSU’s music faculty have 
described this year’s offering at 
Louis Armstrong Theatre as the 
best musical this university has 
ever produced. Based on Elizabeth
Spencer’s novella of the same 
name, this rarely-produced show 
has proven to be a wonderful 
opportunity for members erf’ the 
Grand Valley community. It’s too 
bad ko one will have gathered that 
from the voice erf the university,
The Lanthorn.
While this plea will not help 
raise awareness for this year’s 
produc'd on, hopefully it can serve . 
to bring future casts the regard they . 
are due. It’s time for a change. The 
author, Cory Finkbeiner, is not to 
blame. This paper is in need erf a 
culture shift regarding the musical 
productions erf its own university.
For instance, last year’s produc- * 
tion of “L’Enfant Et Sortileges” 
was not even afforded a review; 
though, there was a great A&E 
piece discussing Americans’ in­
ability to recite the lyrics of “The 
Star Spangled Banner” the week 
after the show closed. Omissions 
of this sort are a disservice to the 
cast, Grand Valley students, and the 
university. ,
Grand Valley is forunate 
enough to have talent that doesn’t 4 
require lip service. Many school 
newspapers would give anything 
to drop their euphemistic fluff 
pieces for the chance to honestly 
and thoroughly review top-notch 
student productions. The hard work! 
of eveiyone involved in these per- i 
formances gives The Lanthorn that 
opportunity. As a former student, |
former cast member of GVSU Op- \ 
era Theatre, and former Lanthorn t 
employee, I look forward to this i 
fine paper giving these students the l 
respect they deserve.
Go Lakers.
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Want to enjoy your summer break
while also getting ahead in your classes?
•Must apply between January 2 and March 31,2012 Applies to Off Compos and Online admissions, except DMA Does not apply 
to admission tees to the Mount Pleasant Campus. Scon the OP code or visit www cmich eduAummer for necessary promo code.
GMU > m AA^O InaWuHon (tn wwwcmkKtdu/oeeoJ wwwcmkKKkiCotAwr^m emucAketepu^mkAt^j MM 102
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
UNIVERSITY
For more information, 
scan the QR code with 
your smartphone.
CMU
Central Michigan University can help you out! Take classes 
this summer at one of CMU's 12 local centers or online.
• CMU has centers near you that offer weekend or evening 
face-to-face classes:
Auburn Hills 
Clinton Township 
Dearborn 
East Lansing
...and Online!
Flint
Grand Rapids
Livonia
Saginaw
Southfield 
Traverse City 
Troy 
Warren
• CMU delivers convenience and accessibility with face-to-face or 
online classes.
• CMU offers affordable classes - we'll waive the $50 application fee*. |
• CMU allows you the flexibility to get ahead or catch up on classes.
• CMU helps you stay focused on your career goals.
So enjoy your break - go home, work that 
summer job, and fit in some classes with CMU!
Call toll-free 877-268-4636 or 
visit www.cmich.edu/summer.
Registration for summer term: 
February 29 - April 20,2012
Central Michigan University Off-Campus & Online Programs
http://cel.cmich.edu/summer/?MKTID=32528
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Out of focus: When procrastination calls, social networking websites like Facebook can be particularly distracting for many 
students at college campuses nationwide and can often times prevent a student from studying efficiently or effectively.
Students struggle with distractions
Breaking up study time to log online can mean less effective learning
BY KRISY FORCE
GVL STAFF WRITER
B
etween social lives, 
clubs, classes and 
other activities, 
multitasking is seen as an 
inescapable part of the col­
lege experience, but studies 
show these distractions can 
translate to a poorer aca­
demic performance.
‘‘Studying effectively 
requires not only sustained 
attention, but connecting 
information across time, 
pulling infbrmation from 
different sources and in­
tegrating it together, and 
thinking about the impli­
cations and applications 
of basic information,” said 
Michael Wolfe, a psychol­
ogy professor at Grand 
Valley State University. 
‘‘When a student constantly 
interrupts his or her study­
ing to check Facebook or to 
text, attention is interrupt­
ed. The interruptions make 
it harder to concentrate on 
the tasks that require focus 
over a sustained period of 
time.”
Wolfe said the anticipa­
tion of getting messages 
in these media can distract 
you even if you aren’t actu­
ally using them at a given 
moment.
Many students may con­
sider the time spent being 
distracted as a break from 
their studies, and Wolfe 
said breaks are beneficial.
“Breaks are essential 
during study,” Wolfe said. 
"But you should concen­
trate on studying for a pe­
riod of time, and then take 
a break for a little while. 
Texting and Facebooking 
while you’re in the middle 
of studying are distractions, 
not breaks.”
Junior Emily Brzezicki 
agreed with Wolfe, but said 
it depends on the type of 
studying being done, how 
long the homework has
HAPPY
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“Many students believe they are 'good' at using these 
distractions while they study because they do it all the 
time.They aren't. You can't become good at studying while 
texting, just like you can't become good at texting and 
driving, or talking on the phone and driving."
MICHAEL WOLFE
PSYCHOLOGY PROFESSOR
been worked on and how 
long the distraction takes.
“If I am studying for an 
exam, especially anything 
chemistry- or biology-relat­
ed, I tend to just get stressed 
out without realizing it, so it 
helps to watch a YouTube 
video or check Facebook 
or Twitter then go back to 
(studying),” Brzezicki said. 
“... When I spend more than 
two to five minutes on a dis­
traction, it is too much of a 
distraction and not enough 
productivity.”
According to a study by 
Virginia Technical Institute, 
50 to 90 minutes of study 
at a time with relaxation 
periods of 10 to 15 minutes 
long is the more efficient 
way to study.
Junior Colleen Condra, 
a resident assistant and fa­
cilitator on campus, said 
she tries to get all distrac­
tions, including Facebook, 
Tumblr, email and talking 
to people, taken care of be­
fore starting homework so 
she is not thinking about 
anything but the topic at 
hand.
“I can’t begin my home­
work before I check the 
sites because if I don’t 
check them beforehand, 
it will be on mind while I 
am trying to study which is 
more distracting in the long 
run,” Condra said.
However, she said she
still takes some breaks as 
she works.
“Out of an hour’s worth 
of study time, if I can main­
tain focus on my studies for 
three quarters of the time, I 
denote that as successful,” 
she said.
Wolfe said he thinks it 
doesn’t make sense that 
students need a distraction 
to get them back on track.
“If you are using the 
distractions as your study 
break, then it’s fine,” he 
said. “But the break will 
be the thing that helps you 
come back and focus, not 
the distraction itself.”
Many times sociological 
and technological factors 
combined distract college 
students.
Brzezicki said she feels 
the need to be constantly 
checking her phone be­
cause she is so far away 
from home.
“I am more likely to re­
ceive a text or phone call 
if it is attached to my hip,” 
she said. “I tend to check 
my phone a lot in general 
even when I am not study­
ing.”
Condra said some stu­
dents must constantly be 
hooked into distractions 
like the Internet for em­
ployment reasons.
“I think that it has been 
ingrained in me to con­
tinually check those things
especially as a facilitator 
on campus and a resident 
assistant,” she said. “It is 
necessary to stay updated 
and in the know of what is 
going on around us. If you 
are talking about email and 
Facebook, then college is 
not just about learning. In 
the long run to get a job 
you need more than just the 
ability to regurgitate infor­
mation, you need personal 
connections to be success­
ful.”
Wolfe said many stu­
dents may believe that, be­
cause distractions are part 
of their everyday life, they 
can effectively deal with 
them while maintaining 
their studies.
“Many students believe 
that they are ‘good’ at us­
ing these distractions while 
they study because they 
do it all the time,” he said. 
“They aren’t. You can’t 
become good at studying 
while texting, just like you 
can’t become good at tex­
ting and driving, or talking 
on the phone and driving.”
Wolfe said turning off 
the devices or exiting out 
of the web browser is the 
easiest way for students to 
remain focused. He also 
suggested taking a walk 
outside because studies 
have shown that nature can 
help refocus the mind.
kforce @ lanthorn .com
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Nominations due for 
Venderbush Award
■
GVL Archive
Leading by example: GVSU senior Patrick Lawrence accepts 
his award during last year's Student Awards Ceremony.
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL STAFF WRITER
The Grand Valley State 
University Dean of Students 
Office is accepting nomina­
tions for the Kenneth R. Ven­
derbush Student Leadership 
Award, which will be present­
ed to a senior at the Grand Val­
ley Student Awards Ceremony 
in April.
Dean of Students Bart 
Merkle said he encourages 
students, faculty and staff to 
nominate seniors who demon­
strate strong leadership skills 
and academic achievement.
“A part of what we as an 
institution are trying to do is 
foster and encourage students 
to develop their leadership 
skills,” Merkle said. “It’s a 
good thing for the institution 
to honor a student who em­
bodies outstanding leadership. 
The Venderbush Award is re­
lated to the kind of learning 
and development that we hope
students are striving for.”
To qualify for the award, 
candidates must be of senior 
status and enrolled in courses 
for the Fall or Winter semester. 
They must also demonstrate 
leadership skills, be in good 
academic standing and show a 
strong academic performance.
A committee of faculty and 
staff will review all nomina­
tions and select a group of fi­
nalists to interview in March. 
Of those students, only one 
will be honored with a plaque 
at the awards ceremony on 
April 16.
Nomination forms are due 
Friday at 5 pjn. in the Dean of 
Students Office.
For more information 
about the award criteria and 
the nomination process, visit 
the website at www.gvsu.edu/ 
dos/kenneth-r-venderbush- 
student-leadership-award-58. 
htm.
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Dodgeball drops 2 of 
3 in Michigan Cup
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER
The Grand Valley State 
University dodgeball 
team saw their perfect 
season end at the Michi­
gan Dodgeball Cup on 
Saturday.
GVSU dropped their 
first matchup in overtime 
to Saginaw Valley State 
University, 2-1.The Lakers 
then bounced back to beat 
Michigan State University 
5-0 before ending the Cup 
with a 3-1 loss to Central 
Michigan University.
The defeats were the 
first for GVSU (9-2) of 
the season. The Lakers 
are now aware of the is­
sues they need to address 
if they want to make it 
to the National College 
Dodgeball Association 
Nationals.
"The loss shows that 
we need to improve our 
team play and our de­
fensive team play" said 
junior team captain Mark 
Trippiedi. "There is a lot 
that we need to accom­
plish before nationals if 
we want to reach the goal 
of playing in the national 
championship."
GVSU didn't exhibit 
the type of team play that 
made it so successful in 
the regular season.
"We tried to do a lot 
as individuals today,"Trip­
piedi said. "We got caught 
surprised and got picked 
off one by one as we tried 
to play like individuals, in­
stead of a team."
The Lakers are now 
aware of their flaws with 
their first losses of the 
year.They hope to address 
these issues in practices.
"I think that we had 
become content with turn­
ing a blind eye to some of 
our flaws in our play be­
cause we were winning," 
he said. "Now that we lost 
two games in one tourna­
ment, which hasn't hap­
pened very much before, 
it will definitely make us 
work harder in practice to 
reach our goals."
For one Laker, junior 
Kenny Bacchus, there is 
hope that this season is 
reminiscent of the Lakers 
national championship 
season two years go.
"My freshman year, 
we lost in the Michigan 
Dodgeball Cup," he said. 
"But came back to win na­
tionals that year. We just 
have to work harder in 
practice."
The team still feels 
even with these losses, 
they can compete for an­
other national champion­
ship.
"I feel like we are still 
one of the most talented 
teams in the league and 
that we will come back 
stronger than before" 
Trippiedi said. 
bderouin@lanthorn.com
GLIAC
STANDINGS
M BASKETBALL
GUAC North Standings
Ferris State 12-3
MichiganTech 10-5
Northwood 10-5
GVSU 10-6
Saginaw Valley 6-9
Lake Superior 6-10
Northern Mich. 4-11
W. BASKETBALL
GUAC North Standings
Ferris State 13-2
MichiganTech 12-4
Northern Mich. 6-9
GVSU 6-10
Northwood 5-10
Lake Superior 5-11
Saginaw Valley 3-12
TRACK AND FIELD
time of 4 minutes, 7.% sec­
onds, only four-tenths of a 
second from breaking Nate 
Peck’s GVSU record set in 
2006. Senior Anthony Witt 
also threatened another of 
Peck’s records, this time in 
the 3,000-meter run, as he fin­
ished with a time of 8:15.%, 
only 0.12 seconds behind the 
2006 school record.
On day two, it was fresh­
man Trent Chappell who 
shined as he won the high 
jump with a leap of 2.11 me­
ters, a provisional qualify­
ing mark and new personal 
record. Meanwhile, junior 
Donny Stiffler also hit a pro­
visional qualifying mark in 
the shot put, while the other 
two marks for the men on 
the final day came from the 
distance medley relay teams 
competing for the first time 
this season.
“In these big invites like 
this, a lot of times the team 
doesn’t bring the full team 
so they are just bringing their 
strong points,” Baltes said. “It 
just depended on the event.”
The women saw 20 pro­
visional qualifying marks on 
day one, along with six auto­
matic qualifying marks. Nine 
more were added on day two, 
including three automatic 
marks.
Freshman Brittney Banis­
ter was the only Laker to hit 
a pair of qualifying marks. 
She hit provisional times in 
the 200-meter dash, at 24.94 
seconds, and in the 60-meter 
dash, at 7.75 seconds.
“That was my goal this 
week, to make it on the na­
tional list and set a provi­
sional mark, and I did in each 
event that I wanted to,” Ban­
ister said. “I ran the 400 too 
and I had never ran it. I did 
just what I expected I was go­
ing to do.”
Also on day one, the one- 
mile run belonged to GVSU 
with eight student-athletes 
hitting NCAA qualifying 
marks. Senior Betsy Graney 
finished in 4:47.74, just four 
seconds behind Monica Kin­
ney’s school record. Addi­
tionally, junior Sam Lockhart 
and senior Lauren Buresh 
dominated the shot put, while 
junior Liz Murphy contin­
ued to improve in the weight 
throw.
On day two, it was the 
distance medley relay team 
of sophomores Madie Rodts, 
Aileen Lemanski and Lisa 
Galasso, along with senior 
Rachel Patterson, who ran 
an 11:37.02, currently the top 
qualifying time in the coun­
try, as well as Big Meet and 
Kelly Family Sports Center 
record.
While the final home meet 
of the indoor season, the 
GVSU Tune-Up, is set for 
Friday, the Big Meet results 
will be hard to forget.
“The one thing I want to 
highlight is the Big Meet had 
1,910 athletes from all over 
the country” Baltes said. 
“The meet itself can’t be put 
on without a lot of people 
working and doing a great 
job and that starts with our 
administration. Our athletic 
training staff, Eliza Macdon­
ald, does an unbelievable job 
for us; Jamie Schlagel with 
event management and then 
all our officials and student- 
athletes who did a great job 
this week.”
zseponik @ lanthorn .com
'he Grand Valley State 
University Big Meet 
lived up to its name on 
Friday and Saturday as the 
Nc. 1 ranked Laker women 
indoor track and field team 
JNo. 8 Laker men’s squad 
up in big ways.
-wise, we 
had a lot of breakthroughs, 
a lot of people step up,” said 
GVSU men’s and women’s 
head coach Jerry Baltes. “We 
kids move up the 
rankings on 
the nation­
al list and 
great 
compe­
tition to 
hope­
fully pre­
pare us down 
file road for the 
' GLLAC Championships 
s.“ ■■
fi» men on day one, 
grower Daniel Vanek 
won the shot put with a thn >v, 
of 19.00 meters. Not only 
was it'an NCAA Division 
Championship automatic 
ng mark, but a new 
Meet record, 
am glad that I won,” 
d Vanek, whose toss was 
only 0.09 meters behind his 
school record throw he set 
a couple of weeks ago. “I 
never think about breaking 
any record when I am going 
into competition. I’m just 
focused on myself and want 
to throw the best I can at that 
moment.*’
Senior Tyler Emmorey 
ipeted in the one-mile run 
finished fifth with a
BY ZACH SEPANIK
GVL STAFF WRITER
BIG SUCCESS
GVSU men, women break records at Big Meet
SWIMMING AND DIVING
GVL Archive
Record-setter: Sophomore Caitlyn Madsen (pictured) claimed a GLIAC championship in the 200-yard butterfly with her record-breaking time of 2 minutes, 1.45 seconds.
Lakers set records but take second at GLIACs
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER
Even though the Grand 
Valley State University men’s 
and women’s swimming and 
diving teams recorded 13 
school records and 11 individ­
ual titles, it wasn’t enough for 
a GLLAC Championship.
The men’s and women’s 
teams both finished second 
to GLIAC champions Wayne 
State University at Saturday’s 
conference meet.
GVSU’s men (7-3, 4-1 
GLIAC) scored 811 points, 
trailing 61 points behind 
Wayne State’s first-place fin­
ish. The GVSU women (8- 
3, 4-1 GLIAC) tallied 599.5 
points, but GLIAC champion 
Wayne State posted a score of 
923.
“We had a great team per­
formance,” said head coach 
Andy Boyce, who was named 
2012 GLIAC Men’s Coach of 
the Year. “Runner-up on both 
sides isn’t exactly what we
wanted, but you can only con­
trol what you do yourself.”
The Wayne State women 
held the lead from day one of 
the four-day meet, but GV­
SU’s men came into the final 
day with a 572-527 lead over 
Wayne State.
“We were going against 
some of the top teams in Di­
vision II,” Boyce said. “It’s a 
long meet, with a lot of races 
and a lot of diving, but we 
trained for it. We came into 
the last meet a little bit tired, 
but the last session was one of 
our best sessions.”
On the men’s side, senior 
David Hayhow captured his 
first GLIAC title and set the 
GVSU school record (9 min­
utes, 24.88 seconds, Aaron 
Beebe GVSU) in the 1,000- 
yard freestyle with a time of 
9:22.32.
The 200-yard medley re­
lay team of Raphael Santos, 
Erik Aakesson, Beebe and 
Milan Medo won the GLIAC
title with a time of 1:30.05. 
The 400-yard (3:16.97) med­
ley team of Santos, Aaron 
Marken. Beebe and Medo 
took first and broke the school 
record with a time of 3:16.13. 
Beebe broke his own school 
record in the 100-yard but­
terfly (48.01) with a time of 
47.71, also a GLIAC and pool 
record. Beebe also claimed the 
200-yard butterfly title with a 
GLIAC meet record (1:4727, 
Duarte Mourao Wayne State) 
and pool record in 1:46.44.
Santos won the 100-yard 
backstroke for the second 
time in his career and captured 
his third GLIAC individual 
title when he finished with a 
time of 49.16. GVSU’s 800- 
yard freestyle relay team of 
Beebe. Derek Mead, Kyle 
Gunderson and Hayhow set a 
GLLAC Championship meet 
(6:41.64 Wayne State Mourao, 
Costa Shields, Sebastian, and 
Rzep) and pool record with a 
time of 6:39.19.
“The team responded won­
derfully,” said Beebe, men’s 
senior co-captain. “For the 
most part, everybody gave 
their absolute best. Last year 
I think we folded under the 
pressure, but this year every­
body responded very well and 
swam their absolute best.”
On the women’s side, se­
nior Cariy Bush claimed her 
second GLLAC individual 
title of her career when she 
beat her own school record 
in the 1,000-yard freestyle 
(10:13.79) with a time of 
10:11.49 and sophomore Cait­
lyn Madsen broke her previ­
ous school record in the 100- 
yard butterfly (56.10) with a 
second-place finish and a time 
of 56.01. Madsen also claimed 
a GLLAC Championship in 
the 200-yard butterfly and 
broke the GLLAC meet record 
(2:02.02 Elaina Hogle, Wayne 
State), her own school record 
(2:03.34) and the pool record 
with a time of 2:01.45. Lauren
Dorsey claimed a GLIAC in­
dividual title and beat her pre­
vious school record (2:17.09) 
in the 200-yard breaststroke 
with a time of 2.17.07.
Senior diver Karen Ver- 
brugge repeated as the 2012 
GLLAC Diver of the Year, 
and took home her fourth in­
dividual GLLAC title erf her 
career when she took first in 
the 3-meter dive with 43130 
points. She finished her GLI­
AC career with a second place 
finish in the 1-meter dive. On 
the men’s side, Medo was 
named GLLAC Freshman 
Swimmer of the Year.
Only those who qualify 
will compete in the NCAA 
Division II National Champi­
onships in Mansfield,Texas.
“It is bittersweet,” Beebe 
said. “... I believe we made the 
most out of our opportunity 
and I don’t have any regrets 
about it, and I’m proud of 
what we did.”
bderouin® lanthorn .com
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M. BASKETBALL ---------------------------
GVL / Bo Anderson
Dunking for a causa: Grand Valley State University guardTony Peters drives to the hoop against 
Ashland University on Thursday. The Lakers dedicated the game to freshman and fellow-team 
member Steven Juengel, whose younger sister Mary has been fighting leukemia since age 11.
DO IT FOR THE KIDS
Lakers continue 
hot streak with 
Mary's Day Kid's 
Day victories
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR
W
hen Boy Scout 
Troop 37 from 
Spring Lake, 
Mich., finally saw the 
Grand Valley State Univer­
sity men’s basketball team 
emerge' from the locker 
room, everything got quiet.
It was a mix of shock, ex­
citement and sheer nerves as 
the Lakers walked around, 
signing autographs and in­
troducing themselves to 
the young men who were a 
part of GVSU’s Kid’s Day 
on Saturday’s game against 
Lake Erie College.
It wasn’t the only game 
for the kids, as Thursday’s 
game against Ashland Uni­
versity was billed as Mary’s 
Day, the Lakers (14-9, 10-6 
GLIAC) tribute to aware­
ness for freshman walk-on 
Steven Juengel’s younger 
sister Mary, who has been 
fighting with leukemia since 
age 11.
“It was really nice to be 
able to know that we defi­
nitely put a smile on her 
face and get that win for 
her,” said Juengel, who has 
played in eight games this 
season. “She called me af­
ter the game, she was pretty 
happy ... Everybody on the 
team has been very support­
ive.”
While GVSU failed in 
its first attempt to honor the 
i 2-year-old earlier this sea­
son, it put together a strong 
effort on Thursday, taking
down Yates and Ashland 
(13-10,8-8 GLIAC), 64-51.
The Ashland big man 
scored a team high 18 
points, but was out shined 
by GVSU’s trio of guards 
James Thomas, Tony Pe­
ters and center Nick Wad­
dell. The guards controlled 
the offense throughout, as 
Peters scored 13 points, in­
cluding a stretch in the first 
half where he scored 11-of- 
13 GVSU points to help the 
Lakers expand their lead.
“Pretty much me and 
Nick and being keyed in ev­
ery game on the other team’s 
scouting report,” Thomas 
said. “So it’s always a big 
help when other guys can 
step up and hit big shots and 
put points on the board for 
us.”
Thomas and Waddell 
chipped in with their usual 
production, combining for 
30 points and 14 rebounds.
Despite their offensive 
success on Thursday, that 
momentum didn’t imme­
diately carry to Saturday’s 
contest against Lake Erie 
College (8-14, 3-12 GLI­
AC), which the Lakers won 
64-57.
Through the game’s first 
seven minutes, the teams 
combined for only eight to­
tal points, and despite their 
lack-luster record, Lake 
Erie hung with the Lakers’ 
throughout the half, trailing 
by only one at the break.
“Certainly wasn’t one of 
our best efforts, our energy 
and focus wasn’t what we’d 
like it to be,” said GVSU 
head coach Ric Wesley. “I 
give them a lot of credit, but 
at the same time I just didn’t 
feel like our preparation as 
well as our effort was what 
we had hoped it would be.”
The Lakers 10-point lead
S/
'/, "Everybody 
Z on the team 
Z has been very 
y supportive (of 
y sister Mary,
/V diagnosed with Z 
y Leukemia at 
^ age 11
^ STEVEN JUENGEL
FRESHMAN ^
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dwindled late, as Lake Erie 
cut it to three at 52-49 with 
under four minutes to play. 
GVSU then went to a 1-3-1 
zone, slowing Lake Erie and 
giving the Lakers enough 
space to stretch the lead to 
what would eventually be 
seven points.
“We try to do a lot of 
different things, and at this 
point in the season we’ve 
done many things many 
times,” Wesley said. “We 
have a lot of things at our 
disposal, we just try to talk 
about it on the bench and 
sometimes at the end of the 
game if you can just throw 
something out there for one 
possession to disrupt them it 
can reajly be something that 
can break the game in your 
direction.”
Sweeping both games 
on the weekend, the Lakers 
jumped within a game of 
second place in the GLIAC 
North, a big step up from 
where they were two weeks 
ago, in the midst of losing 
six-of-seven games.
Winners of four straight, 
the Lakers will be off until 
Thursday when they travel 
to Ohio to take on the Uni­
versity of Findlay at 8 p.m. 
sports @ lanthorn com
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said. “We shot 54 percent, 
had 21 assists. If you even 
look at that 54 percent, I 
think we’re going to kick 
ourselves in the tail for the 
opening of the second half, 
where we missed numerous 
layups.”
GVSU built a nine-point 
lead after sinking six triples 
in the opening 20 minutes of 
the contest.
“In our past few games 
we’ve been missing our 
shots,” said senior forward 
Kara Crawford, who estab­
lished a career high after 
nailing four 3-pointers. “So 
in practice we’ve been re­
ally focusing on having con­
fidence and putting the ball 
in.”
For the first time this sea­
son, freshman center Daina 
Grazulis was on the floor 
for 20-plus minutes and she 
made her presence known.
“(Lake Erie) wasn’t re­
ally playing good low post 
defense for the most part,” 
said Grazulis, who estab­
lished career highs with 18 
points, six rebounds and five 
blocks. “So we just wanted 
to attack the inside and it 
was working for us.”
However, the Storm held 
GVSU’s offense in check 
for the first 13 minutes of 
the second half.
“There was a 13-minute 
stretch where we didn’t at­
tack and we didn’t have 
fight,” Crawford said. “For­
tunately. the last six minutes 
we were able to have that 
fight, so I think we proved 
to a lot of people that even 
though we have a lot of inju­
ries, we still have that fight-- 
ing mentality. We just need 
to carry that forward for the 
13 minutes where we didn’t 
attack.”
On Thursday, GVSU 
could not hang with No.
‘ Cianchetti sinks 
- Lakers at buzzer
BY STEPHANIE DEIBLE
. GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
In the midst of a season- 
high. six-game losing streak, 
. the Grand Valley State Uni­
versity women’s basketball 
team trailed by 16 points 
with just over 6 minutes to 
play in their contest against 
Lake Erie College. Despite 
the steep deficit, the Lakers
put together a 22-to-5 scor­
ing run to tie the game at 73 
with six seconds remaining.
Six seconds, however, 
proved to be enough time 
for Lake Erie guard Cate 
Cianchetti to nail a mid­
range, buzzer-beating 
jumper, giving the Storm 
(16-6,10-5 GLIAC) a 75-73 
victory. In a season where 
GVSU (9-14, 6-10 GLIAC) 
has thrived on its defense, 
the Lakers could not get a 
defensive stop to force the 
contest into overtime.
“In the last two games, 
what we’ve lost track of is 
our defense,” said GVSU 
head coach Janel Burgess. 
“We’ve given up 75 and 81 
points in the last two games 
on our home court and we’re 
letting teams shoot well over 
40 percent, which is going 
to be really tough.”
Dramatic ending aside, 
the Lakers offense was roll­
ing for arguably the first 
time this season.
“The lid finally came off 
the basket for us,” Burgess
NEED TO ADVERTISE FOR AN 
UPCOMING EVENT?
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BUZZ-ER KILL
GVL / Bo Anderson
Go down with a fight: GVSU junior guard/forward Briauna 
Taylor drives into the lane against Ashland onThursday night.
5-ranked Ashland Univer­
sity in an 81-58 loss.
The Lakers struggled to 
slow down the Eagles (22-1, 
16-0 GLIAC) offensive at­
tack, allowing them to go on 
14-5 and 10-0 scoring runs 
throughout the game.
For Burgess, the Lakers 
inability to contain Ash­
land’s offense and come up 
with key defensive stops 
played a factor in the loss.
Junior Briauna Taylor 
led the team with 20 points 
and four assists against the 
Eagles.
GVSU will travel to the 
University of Findlay on 
Thursday for a 6 p.m. tilt.
assistantsports@ 
lanthorn com
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"We shot 54 
percent, had 21 
assists. If you 
even look at 
the 54 percent,
I think we're 
going to kick 
ourselves in 
the tail for the 
opening of the
second half..."
JANEL BURGESS
HEAD COACH
/''/////////////////Z',
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GVL / Eric Coulter
Out of 'puck': Senior goalie Josh Lavigne guards the goal at a previous match against Hope. 
The Lakers attributed their loss to the Division III Hope College to a "lack of respect."
Losing late
Lakers fall to D-lll Hope, look to Improve for Nationals
BY JON VAN ZYTVELD
GVL STAFF WRITER
T
he Grand Valley State 
University Division 
II hockey club hit a 
rocky stretch over the week­
end with a 4-2 loss to Divi­
sion III school Hope Col­
lege, but the team is more 
determined than ever to pull 
together and finish their sea­
son on a high note.
“Compared to the other 
two losses we’ve had re­
cently, this loss was ugly,” 
said junior defender Craig 
Marrett. “Hope is a very 
well disciplined team. We 
went into the game thinking 
we would roll over them be­
cause they are a Division III 
team and we came out flat. 
They had everything to gain 
and put everything on the 
line. That lack of respect for 
our opponents cost us the 
game.”
After Friday’s game 
against Division III Saginaw 
Valley State University was 
canceled due to, inclement 
weather, the Lakers (26-5-1) 
hosted the Flying Dutchmen 
(23-3-1) and the result was a 
wake-up call for the Lakers.
The Lakers were untest­
ed against Hope this season 
and a combination of a late 
start, a lack of respect and 
a strong opponent led to a 
GVSU loss.
“We knew that they were 
a good team going in,” said 
senior forward Brad Ke- 
ough. “Saginaw Valley beat 
us earlier this year and Hope
beat them. Nobody really 
started playing hard until 
we were down big. Every­
one didn’t come prepared. 
It helps to realize that we’re 
not as good as we think, we 
can lose games.”
Hope gained an early 
lead in the game, as much as 
three goals at one point, and 
despite an attempted come­
back from the Lakers, the 
visitors added another point 
and maintained their lead to 
defeat the Lakers 4-2.
“A whole bunch of things 
went wrong,” said junior 
forward Chad Wilhelm, who 
recently returned to the Lak­
ers after missing five games 
due to shoulder injury. “We 
weren’t ready for the start 
of the game. The team got 
a little frustrated after the 
first and started taking some 
penalties. The big problem 
is that we took them too 
lightly and we need to re­
spect all of our opponents 
from here on out.”
Saturday night also 
marked the closing of the 
ranking period, and while 
this loss was a tough one for 
the Lakers, they have essen­
tially secured for themselves 
a top-tier ranking at Nation­
als. The results have not yet 
been announced, but the 
Lakers have a strong chance 
to be ranked at No. 1.
“I think we’re going to 
have to come out and play 
hard, we can’t just show up 
and expect to win games, 
especially going in to post­
season,” Keough said.
'^////////////////^
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"Any team can 
beat us if we 
don't respect 
our opponent. 
We're not 
going to win 
on our own; 
we're.going to 
have to work 
for it."
CRAIG MARRETT
JR. DEFENDER
i
“There aren’t going to be 
any bad teams at Nation­
als, so we’re going to have 
to play a good game every 
day.”
The Lakers will return on 
Friday for the final game of 
their regular season against 
Ferris State University, a 
team the Lakers beat 5-2 
earlier this month.
“We need to go out there 
and play as a team,” Marrett 
said. “When strong teams 
who are used to winning 
collide, the team that works 
harder will always win. Any 
team can beat us if we don’t 
respect our opponent. We’re 
not going to win on our 
own; we’re going to have to 
work for it.”
jvanzyvteld@ lanthorn .com
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SLOW START
GVL Archive
Valiant effort: Sophomore Bryan Hodges lunges to return the ball during a previous match 
last season. The Lakers will compete on the court again Friday for the GR City Tournament.
Lakers open season with loss to S. Indiana
BY JOE MAHER-EDGIN
GVL STAFF WRITER
A late start and lengthy 
match against the visit­
ing men’s tennis squad of 
University of Southern 
Indiana didn’t help Grand 
Valley State University off 
to a victorious start of the 
spring season on Sunday.
Despite the obstacles, 
head coach John Black 
said the 7-2 defeat was an 
experience to evaluate top 
competition in one of the 
top teams in the region and 
country.
“We started our season 
off with Southern Indiana, 
who are third in the region 
and top 25 in the nation ... 
so it was definitely a tough 
matchup for us against a 
very strong team.” Black 
said. “I was pleased that 
we played a lot better from 
our scrimmage on Friday 
and to get some competi­
tion under our belts.”
Sophomore Bryan 
Hodges also agreed that 
the matchup was a tough 
one, but said the score 
doesn’t reflect how the 
Lakers played.
“I actually think this
was something good for us 
today — Southern Indiana 
is one of the toughest teams 
we will play all season,” 
Hodges said. “Though the 
score was 7-2, our team 
was in every match.”
The Lakers started at 10 
a.m. in Grandville, Mich., 
at Ramblewood, an hour 
after the scheduled start. 
With the doubles team 
taking the court first, GV- 
SU’s No. 1 duo lost 9-7 to 
Southern Indiana’s No. 1 
team, the top doubles team 
in the region. GVSU’s No. 
2 and 3 doubles teams fol­
lowed suit, each dropping 
8-3 decisions
“This match gives us an 
idea of where the top teams 
and what we have to do to 
get to that level,” Black 
said. “I don’t think we are 
that far off right now ... We 
have to pick up the doubles 
especially.”
The Laker’s only wins 
came from singles perfor­
mances from Andrew Dar­
rell and Bryan Hodges.
Darrel pulled out a vic­
tory against the Scream­
ing Eagles’ Juan Quiroz in 
the battle between the No. 
1 singles while Hodges
picked up a victory against 
nationally-ranked Diego 
Gimenez.
“The key to me winning 
today was keep my head 
straight today and staying 
in every point especially 
facing off against Gime­
nez,” Hodges said. “He is 
extremely talented and so 
was their entire team, so it 
was definitely important to 
be mentally tough.”
Senior Marc Roesslein 
also feels his team will 
compete for the top spots 
in the conference, but 
needs to get balanced and 
earn points from doubles 
matches.
“The score really didn’t 
do us justice today,” Roess­
lein said. “We have a good 
lineup, but we definitely 
have to work on our dou­
bles performance. I think 
its because we just got into 
new pairs and we just need 
more practice together.”
The Lakers will return 
to the court on Friday when 
they take part in the Grand 
Rapids City Tournament at 
Orchard Hills Swim and 
Sports Club.
jmaheredgin@ 
lanthorn £om
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If you are still looking for something to do to celebrate Valentine's Day, look 
no further! Here are some tips to make tomorrow a little bit less average.
S'more LoveTreat"Make the perfect Valentine
All day tomorrow, the Fred Meijer Center for Writing and Michigan 
Authors in Lake Ontario Hall 120 will be available for students to make 
the perfect Valentine's card for that special someone. Writing consul­
tants will be there to help you write the right words to go along with 
your handmade card!
Have a night on the town 
Valentine's Day events outside of campus
What you will need:
• 1 c. graham cracker crumbs
• % c. packed brown sugar
• 1/2 c. softened butter
• 1/2 c. flour
• V2 tsp. baking soda
•4 c. mini marshmallows
• % c. M&M's
• 1/4 c. hot fudge topping
• Non-stick cooking spray
• Celebrate Valentine's Day 
Cirque style.Tuesday from 7 
to 8:30 p.m.This 90-minute 
workshop will show you what 
lies above ground. Couples will 
guide each other on the hoops, 
silks and stretches while practic­
ing communication, trust and 
how to give attention to each 
other. The cost is $40/couple 
or $20/individual. Register by 
emailing aerial4me@gmail.com
• Dine on a dime. Uccello's is 
offering a special Valentine's 
couple menu costing just 
$34.99 for an appetizer to 
share, an individual soup or 
salad, an individual entree 
and chocolate strawberries to 
share.
Directions:
• Heat your oven to 350 degrees. 
Spray a 13 x 9 in. pan with Pam
• In a large bowl, mix crumbs, 
brown sugar, butter, flour, and 
baking soda until coarse crumbs 
form. Press the mixture into the 
bottom of your pan. Bake for 10 
to 12 minutes or until golden 
brown
• Remove partially baked crust 
from the oven and sprinkle with 
mini marshmallows. Bake for 1 
to 2 minutes until marshmallows 
begin to puff.
• Remove the pan from the oven 
and drizzle with hot fudge. Sprin­
kle with M&Ms and let it cool for 
an hour. Cut them into bars.
• Free at the Intersection on 
Tuesday is the 13th-annual 
Jammies event, sponsored by 
Bell's Brewery, where multiple 
musical acts will perform. 
Donations of non-perishable 
food and gently used clothing 
are suggested to benefit local 
non-profits.The event is avail­
able for all ages. Doors open 
at 5:30 p.m.
• Ice skate at Rosa Park Circle 
downtown from 6 to 9:30 p.m 
The cost is only $1 and ice 
skate rentals are free.
By Rachel Me Ike
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR
Recipe from itsHWIHRifeblogUPP
com.
Courtesy Photos / Kalvin Bowery
In business: Grand Valley State University junior Kalvin Bowery's apparel line, called WEB, stands for wisdom, encouragement and belief, and was started by Bowery in 2010.The line sponsors amateur motocross athletes
Student apparel business sponsors amateur athletes
BY HANNAH MATRO
GVL STAFF WRITER
A
mateur athletes around the world 
go undiscovered and unnoticed, but 
WEB. an apparel company and ath­
lete support organization started in 2010 by 
a Grand Valley State University student, is 
trying to change that.
WEB’s founder Kalvin Bowery, a GVSU 
junior finance major, was one of these un- 
der-the-radar athletes, riding motocross for 
the majority of his pre-college years.
“I know what it’s like to be held back,” 
Bowery said. “This experience is what moti­
vated me to start WEB: anything is possible 
with the wisdom of God, the encouragement 
to succeed and if you believe it’s possible.”
That wisdom, encouragement and belief 
make up the WEB acronym that the com-
r .•
pany goes by.
The company has two major facets, ap­
parel and athlete development programs 
(ADPs). Bowery and a close friend design 
the apparel side of WEB who then contract 
out for production. The team is currently 
working with GVSU fraternities, sororities 
and others for input on a new line.
“We want our clothing to be comfort­
able and stylish.” Bowery said. “Being cus­
tom made, our clothing is different — it’s 
unique, form fitting and more representative 
of the action sport lifestyle.”
WEB has another goal outside of and 
more important than adorning action sport 
athletes in attire: their ADPs.
Currently. WEB sponsors one motocross 
rider, whom they fund through five percent 
of their sales profit. This support can take 
the form of acquiring practice days for their
rider at a track, paying for race entry fees 
or bike maintenance. These programs are 
designed to give the rider experience and 
support as well as to achieve a professional 
level.
Though numerous companies — often 
big names like NIKE and Adidas — support 
athletes through programs like this, WEB is 
unique because they focus on the amateurs. 
Big companies. Bowery said, are not taking 
the athletes on the lower end to help them 
succeed.
“We support action sports and with our 
knowledge, experience and products we can 
help change the lives of thousands of strug­
gling amateur action sport athletes in Michi­
gan by giving them the support to go live 
their dream.” he said. “Tons of kids have 
potential to exceed expectations and be the 
next big thing, but this issue is no one wants
to give them the chance. We want to change 
that.”
Currently, WEB is registered as Michi­
gan limited liability company.
In 10 years. Bowery hopes for national 
recognition. He and his business compan­
ions — fellow GVSU students Zach Plumb, 
Uriah Maczala and Jacob Jewells and alum­
nus Ben Barker — are working on a big­
ger program structure that Bowery said he 
would not divulge just yet, but one he is cer­
tain will change the game on how amateur 
athletes of all sports are sought out.
Bowery said he is open to all sup­
port offered by other students at GVSU. 
For more information, visit their website 
www.web-lifestlye.com or www.twitter, 
com/webapparel.
hmatro © lanthorn .com
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Announcements
GVSU Facilities Services 
thanks you for helping to re­
duce energy, natural gas and 
water costs by making small 
changes to your daily routine!
GVSU Facilities Services 
thanks you for helping to re­
duce
energy, natural gas and wa­
ter costs by making small 
changes to your daily routine!
Stop by the Winter 2012 Ca­
reer Fair on Thursday, Feb 
23.
Located in the DeVos Place 
Convention Center from 
1-5p.m. Visit
www.gvsu.edu/careerfairs 
for more information. •______
Roommates
2 bedroom available for sub­
lease! Looking for a beeter 
place to live for 2012-13 
school year? What bet ter 
place than 48 West. 2 rooms 
available 4 bedroom town- 
house. If interested call 
231-250-0643
2 Female roommates needed 
for a house in Standale. 
Lease beginning Aug. 2012. 
Rent is $400/month (utilities 
included) Please contact 
Amy at
sturrusa@mail.gvsu.edu for 
info.
Female roommate needed at 
48 West for 2012-2013 
school year. Rent is 
$445/month! 2nd floor apt. 
style A. Three female room­
mates who are awesome! 
Utilities shared, fully fur­
nished, Internet/cable, 
washer/dryer included. 
Call/ext 248-921-0946.
Look for 2 female roommates 
for 48 West 3rd floor unfur­
nished apartment close to 
the bus stop and guest park­
ing lot. Rent $435/month if 
you sign soon you will eligi­
ble for free car ports. Contact 
us at Lauren 
bertil@mail.gvsu.edu or Cam- 
ryn bemierc@mail.qvsu.edu
Looking for a subleaser in 48 
West beginning g Fall 2012! 
Apartment style, furnished, 4 
bedroom/4 bathrooms. Rent 
$450/month! Three clean and 
responsible roommates! For 
more info contact Paige halk- 
erp@mail.gvsu.edu
Roommate Needed. 4 male 
roommates already, 5 bed­
room house in East town 
Grand Rapids. Rent is 
$240/month plus utilities. 
Contact Ryan at 
(248)252-3753 or e-mail at 
lennonr@mail.gvsu.edu.
Roommate wanted! 4 bed­
room/4.5 bathroom Town- 
house at Cooper Beech. 
Rent $375/month and no un­
necessary fees. Lease is 
from May 2012 to May 2013. 
Text/call 810-347-9555 if in­
terested^_________________
Services
ESL Tutor willing to assist 
students with
presentations/speeches, 
academic papers, etc. Avail­
able evenings and weekends. 
E-mail: laughing_stream@ya- 
hoo.com, . Phone: 
(616)895-1850 (Ask for Tina) 
$10/hour.
Legal help for college stu­
dents. We represent students 
with MIP and all other 
charges. Renovo Law, PLLC. 
(616) 209-8770____________
Employment
Make lifelong friends. The Is­
land House Hotel and Ryba’s 
Fudge Shops are looking for 
help in all areas: Front desk, 
Bell Staff,Wait Stuff, Sales 
Clerks, Kitchen, Baristas. 
Housing, bonus and dis­
counted meals. 
(906)-847-7196 www.theis- 
landhouse.com
Follow the Lanthorn
Housing
At 48west enjoy individual 
leases, private bathrooms, 
on-site bus stop & much 
more! Call today for leasing 
information 616-895-2400, 
48west @ 48west info, 
www.48west.com
Boltwood Apartments, 
Pet-Friendly, Huge Bed­
rooms, & a Bus Stop. Leases 
start at $395.00 per month. 
Call today to schedule a tour. 
616-895-5875. 
www. boltwoodgvsu. com
Campus View, live close to 
campus and get the most for 
your money. Apartments and 
Townhouses available, 
Leases start at $285.00 per 
month. Call Today! 
616-895-6678 or visit 
www.campusviewhousing.co 
m
Did you know it would be 
cheaper for you to sign with 
a subleaser vs. the 48 Wet 
leasing office? 2 subleasers 
needed for next year and Bo- 
nus-the other tow rooms are 
available too. If interested 
bernhaja@mail.gvsu.edu.
Subleaser Needed! May-July 
2012. Rent $430/month. 4 
bedroom townhouse. Parking 
pass and guest parking pass 
free. Contact Stephanie at 
ewings@mail.gvsu.edu for 
negotiation.
Internships
Inn on Mackinac 
Job Title: Desk Clerk/Reser­
vations
Location: Mackinac Island 
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15561409 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
ETNA Supply Company 
Job Title: Supply Chain In­
ternship
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15561383 
/Apply By: February 26, 2012 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Baldwin Ranger District 
Job Title: Biological Science 
Technician 
Location: Baldwin, Ml 
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15561277 
Apply By: February 29, 2012 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Kraft Business Systems 
Job Title: Marketing Intern­
ship
Location: Kentwood, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15561372 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Auto-Owners Insurance 
Job Title: IT Internship 
Location: Lansing, Ml 
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15561390 
Apply By: February 29, 2012 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/iakerjobs
Stella Event Design 
Job Title: Event Planning In­
ternship
Location: Southwest, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15561412 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Domino's Pizza
Job Title: Summer Internship
Opportunities
Location: Ann Arbor, Ml
Salary: $8/hr.
Search Job ID: 15561460 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
WOOD TV8 
Job Title: Intern 
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15561491 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/
Kraft Business Systems 
Job Title: Marketing Intern­
ship
Location: Kentwood, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15561372 
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Camp Blodgett
Job Title: Camp Counselors
&
Adventure (Rope Course) 
Coordinator
Location: West Olive, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15561533 
&1551532
For more information visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/
SAF-HOLLAND, Inc.
Job Title: Finance Intern 
Location: Muskegon, Ml 
Search Job ID: 15561449 
For more information visit 
www .gvsu .edu/lakerjobs
Miscellaneous
Get Caught Promotion. Rules 
and Restrictions. Only one 
student or faculty is a winner 
per issue. Readers will be 
chosen at random through­
out the week on campus. 
The prize awarded is 
to-be-determined at random 
but may include gift cards, 
t-shirts, etc. Winners are re­
quested to have their picture 
taken and answer some 
questions to be published in 
the Lanthorn._____________
Opportunities
Bartending. No Experience 
Needed. High income 
potential. Training courses 
available.Call 
1-800-965-6520 ext. 226
Host an ELS International 
Student while they learn Eng­
lish and receive a stipend for 
your efforts! Please contact 
Julia 616-485-9583, or e-mail 
iuliaelshomestay@gmail.com.
Seeking individuals who are 
self-motivated and would like 
to potentially graduate debt 
free, while traveling the 
world, jasonhorjus.windream- 
trip.com to get started today.
Host an ELS International 
Student while they learn Eng­
lish and receive a stipend for 
your efforts! Please contact 
Julia 616-485-9583, or e-mail 
iuliaelshomestay@qmail.com.
MIGHTYminis
Thursday, February 23, 2012
from 1-5 pn
i Center 
ceroorQgvtu «du | 616-331-3311
www.gvsu.edu/careerfairi
ONLY S10 PER ISSUE
for more information
call 616331 2484
Moments 
in time
The history channel
• On Feb. 27,1 MO, A braham Lincoln 
po*cs for the first of several portraits 
by noted Civil War-era photographer 
Mathew Brady. A relatively new art 
form, the photograph (or daguerreo­
type) showed a beardless Lincoln just 
momenta before the future president’s 
historic speech at Cooper Union in 
New York City.
• On March 3, 1887, Anne Sulli­
van begins teaching 6-year-old Helen 
Keller, who lost her sight and hearing 
after a severe illness at age 19 months 
Under Sullivan's tutelage, Keller 
flourished, eventually graduating from 
college and becoming an international 
lecturer and activist
• On March 2,1904,TheodorGeisel, 
better known as Dr. Seuss, the author 
and illustrator of children's books, is 
bom in Springfield, Mass. Geisel's 
first book, "And to Think That 1 Saw 
It On Mulbeny Street" (1937), was 
rejected by dozens of publishers. '
• On March 1, 1932, Charles Lind­
bergh III, the 20-month-old son of 
aviation hero Charles Lindbergh, is 
kidnapped from the family’s new 
mansion m Hopewell, NJ. Days later, 
the baby's body was discoverwi near 
the Lindbergh home.
• On Feb. 2*, 1940, Mario Andretti, 
whoac name will become synonymous 
with American auto racing, is bom in 
Montona, Italy. He officially retired 
from racing in 1994 as the only driver 
to ever win the Indianapolis 500, Day­
tona 500 and a Formula One champi­
onship.
• On March 4,1964, a John Lennon 
quotation that was ignored in Eng­
land set off a media frenzy in Amer­
ica; "We're more popular than Jesus 
now." Bible Belt disc jockeys declared 
Lennon's remarks blasphemous and 
vowed an eternal ban on all Beatles 
music.
• On Feb. 29,19BB. the iconic glass­
es worn by rock n' roll pioneer Buddy 
Holly, lost since his death in a plane 
crash in 1959, arc found in Maaon 
City, Iowa The plane wreckage was 
strewn across snow-covered corn 
fields, and the glasses weren't found 
until the snow melted in the spring 
They were given to the Cemo Gordo 
County Sheriff's office, where they sat 
filed away for the next 21 yean in a 
sealed envelope
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King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Break 
suddenly
5 $ dispenser
8 Actress 
Sorvino
12 Luxurious
13 Carnival 
city
14 Prayer 
ending
15 Not
• domestic
17 Bridge
18 Checked 
out
19 Old 
Portuguese 
money
21 Praise in 
verse
22 Carpet style
23 Sapporo 
, sash
26 Lab goings- 
on (Abbr.)
28 Dada artist 
Max
31 Weaponry
33 Antiquated
35 Of planes 
and such
36 Phi Beta —
30 Meadow
40 Rotation 
duration
41 Steals from
43 Latin 101
word
45 Sesame 
Street's 
Oscar, e g.
47 Super-active
person
51 Guns the 
engine
52 Begged
54 Sheltered
55 By way of
56 Locate
57 Physiques, 
slangily
58 Novelist 
Radcliffe
59 Crazes
DOWN
1 Skewer
2 Iditarod 
terminus
3 Venomous 
vipers
4 Pic
5 Erie's style
6 Dead heat
7 Fashions
8 Eyelash 
enhancer
9 Attacked 
verbally
10 Peruse
11 — Domini 
16 Cincinnati
team
20 That boat
23 Erstwhile 
acorn
24 Support 
system?
25 Made better 
27 Under the
32 Husband 
and wife
34 Very inex 
pressive
37 1970 
Jackson 5 
hit
39 — nitrate
42 Hindu 
destruction 
god
44 Switch type
45 Snatch
46 Move, in 
Realtor- 
speak
48 Met melody
weather 49 Repair
29 Spanish Mrs. 50 Probability
30 Gift from 53 Hr. fraction 
Santa
O 2012 King Resnim Synd., Inc.
GO FIGURE! t»y Linda Thistle
The idea of Qo Figure is to arrive 
at the figures given at the bot­
tom and right-hand column* of 
the diagram by following the 
arithmetic signs In the order 
they are given (that Is, from left 
to right and top to bottom). Use 
only the numbers below the 
diagram to complete its blank 
squares and use each of the 
nine numbers only once
DIFFICULTY ♦ ♦ «
* Moderate * * Difficult 
* * * QO FIQUREI
-----------------------
1 23455689
• »t» Prnmmm BynOnoaa mb
........ ...............................
Try Squares by Linda Thistle
Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into 
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to 
each large triangle equals the sum of the four numbers in that triangle
6
4 / 
/ 5
\6/
7X5
/ 4\
£ 7 8
A 9 £
C 2012 King Feature* Synd . Inc
Horoscopes
ARIES (March 21 to April 19) The 
adventurous Aries won't be disap­
pointed with taking on a new chal­
lenge, despite some initial misgiv­
ings. Look for this move to open other 
opportunities down the line
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20) Let 
that beautiful Bovine smile not only 
put you at ease, but also show that 
you're ready, willing and more than 
able to confound the naysayers around 
you. A new admirer has important 
news.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Be 
careful how you handle a relation­
ship that you're hoping to save. You 
already have Ok facts on your side. 
Avoid weakening your position by 
embellishing it with unnecessary dra­
matics
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) Tak­
ing definitive stands isn't easy for the 
often-wavering Moon Child. But you 
not only need to stay with yow deci­
sion, but also reassure others it was the 
right thing to do.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) As a 
proud Lion, you’re right to be upset 
about those who might be lying about 
you to others But the best revenge is 
proving them wrong by succeeding at 
what you set out to do.
VIRGO (August 23 to September 
22) Cautkm is still advised before 
making a financial commitment to a 
"promising" project. Look for the facts
I >
behind the fluff. Devote the weekend 
to loved ones.
LIBRA (September 23 to October 
22) A Taurus offers comfort and advice 
as you deal with an upsetting event 
Use this as a learning experience that 
will help you avoid similar problems 
in the firture.
SCORPIO (October 23 to Novem­
ber 21) A romantic situation creates 
some chaos for single Scorpions. But 
it’s well worth the effort to work things 
out. A trusted friend can offer some 
helpful advice.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to 
December 21) Expect to make new 
friends as your social circle expands 
Also, remember to tell that family 
member how proud you are of his or 
her achievements.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to 
January 19) New ventures continue to 
be favored. And with your self-confi­
dence rising all the time, you'll want 
to see how well you can do with a new 
challenge. So, go to it.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to Feb­
ruary 18) This is a good time for the 
usually “serious-minded" Aquarian 
to let loose and enjoy some fun times. 
Expect to get good news about a work­
place issue.
PISCES (February 19 to March 20) 
Changed plans might igjset some peo­
ple, but your needs should be respect­
ed. Offer explanations when necea- 
sary But don't let yourself be talked 
into changing your decisions
BORN THIS WEEK: You have a 
gift for bringing people together. You 
would make a fine judge or counselor.
e 3012 Kna FaMam Synd . Inc
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BSU plans weekend
of 'edutainment'
GVL / Eric Coulter
Having heart: Chris Carey, in-house manager at Guiding Light Mission in Grand Rapids, gives a group of Grand Valley 
State University volunteers a tour of the bunking facilities during Saturday's service trip to honor Black History Month.
'Never leave a soldier behind'
BY HANNAH MATRO
GVL STAFF WRITER
The Black Student Union, an 
educational organization at Grand 
Valley State University, will host 
three major events to celebrate 
Black History Month this weekend.
While the organization’s main 
purpose is to educate students and 
showcase the importance of the Af­
rican community to GVSU’s popu­
lation, they want to do so in an en­
tertaining way.
“We strive to be ‘edutaining’ — 
educational and entertaining.” said 
Cecil Johnson, BSU vice president. 
“Our organization helps to relieve 
our minds from school and relax. 
We do so even in our meetings, 
which are family-oriented, some­
thing that sets us apart from other 
organizations like ours.”
On Thursday, BSU will pres­
ent the Celebration of Black Arts. 
Along with a speech on empow­
erment from Eric Stevenson, this 
event will exemplify the formation 
and evolvement of singing, dance 
and music throughout African 
American history.
The event will begin at 7 p.m. 
with dinner in the Kirkhof Center’s 
Grand River Room.
The weekend’s celebrations will 
also include a comedy show honor­
ing famous black comedians at 9 
p.m. on Friday in the Grand River 
Room, and “GV’s got Talent” at 8 
p.m. on Saturday.
On Sunday, the “wind down” 
will consist of a pool party at GV­
SU’s Recreation Center from 2 to 3 
pjn.
“We want the campus to know 
we’re open to all races, ages and 
genders,” Johnson said. “Our motto 
is ‘Unity without Exclusion.’”
hmatro@ lanthorn £om
FRIDAY
Night of 
Laughter,
Grand River Room 
@ 8:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
GV's Got Talent,
Cook-DeWitt @ 8 p.m.
SUNDAY
Pool Party,
Rec Center @2 p.m.
GV students honor 
Black History Month 
with day of service at 
Grand Rapids shelter
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL MANAGING EDITOR
T
he staff at Guiding Light Mis­
sion operate under the same 
motto that soldiers do in times 
of war never leave a solider behind.
Chris Carey, in-house manager for 
Guiding Light Mission in downtown 
Grand Rapids, said that’s because the 
road to recovery is a lot like fighting 
a war.
“We walk along a road that is kind 
of shaky, and we’ve stumbled on it 
so many times,” Carey told a group 
of Grand Valley State University stu­
dents, who visited Guiding Light Mis­
sion on Saturday as part of a service 
and learning trip in honor of Febru­
ary’s Black History Month. “If one 
is down, we make sure that we grab 
him. pick him up. Sometimes they get 
offensive, they say, ‘Well, leave me. 
You go, save yourself.’ And then we 
just have to eagerly pull him back up 
and say, ‘No, solider, you’re coming 
with me. We’re getting out of here, 
we’re getting to safe ground.’”
Upon arrival, Carey brought stu­
dents on a guided tour of the facilities, 
explaining the mission, background 
and day-to-day operations of Guiding
Light Mission. From there, volunteers 
helped the staff with various tasks 
around the facilities, from laundry 
room duty to wiping down tables after 
lunch.
This was the first time the day of 
service was included on the docket 
of events for Black History Month, 
and the trip was the brainchild of both 
the African/African American studies 
program and the Office of Multicul­
tural Affairs.
“Black History Month is a cel­
ebration of black American culture 
and history in the nation,” said Sherry 
Johnson, program coordinator for 
GVSU’s AAA studies program. “One 
significant part of our culture is giving 
service, you know. There’s a strong 
belief across various black communi­
ties that if you have been blessed, you 
go back and you help others.”
Guiding Light Mission, an all­
men’s facility, has a total of 46 com­
munity bunks, though currently only 
26 of those beds are full. Those who 
come through Guiding Light’s doors 
typically stay at the mission for 30 
days total, but can apply for a longer 
stay as long as they can provide docu­
mentation that proves they are staying 
out of trouble and looking for work.
“It’s good for us to be educated and 
learn about different features in the 
community,” said Bobby Springer, 
assistant director of OMA. “I mean. I 
drive by here all of the time, and this 
is my first time going in. So there’s 
the educational component, but also
having that contact with people or 
someone who might need a resource 
like this — now I know what it is. So 
that’s good for all of us, because we all 
gain that same knowledge.”
Johnson and Springer said ide­
ally, service days like Saturday’s 
trip one will not be limited to an an­
nual event, but rather evolve into a 
regular outreach effort in the future. 
That kind of outreach is necessary to 
maintain places like Guiding Light 
Mission, which are privately funded 
and receive no state or federal grants 
in order to freely endorse the Christian 
religion.
“We wouldn’t be able to operate 
the services that we do without our 
volunteers and the gifts and the kind 
donations.” Carey said. “Bedding and 
towels, kitchen items, cash donations 
— whatever we need at that moment, 
everything counts and means a lot.”
In the last 100 days. Guiding Light 
Mission has helped 45 men success­
fully reengage in the community.
“We share the moments of under­
stand when one feels there is no hope, 
and nowhere to turn,” Carey said. “... 
We believe there is good in every man 
and woman — if there wasn’t, God 
wouldn’t have made us. Most impor­
tantly, there is thanking God for the 
heart. Thanking God for the heart, be­
cause if it wasn’t for the heart, where 
would we be able to store all of the 
love that He gives us?”
monagingedi tor@ 
lanthorn rom
A graduate degree 
from WMU is 
nationally recognized 
and locally earned.
Visit WMU-Grand Rapids at the upcoming Graduate School Fair at GVSU!
Programs can be completed entirely in Grand Rapids, and classes are offered primarily in the evenings or on weekends at two
convenient locations.
WMU-Grand Rapids offers the following in-demand graduate degree programs designed to give you a competitive edge in the job
market:
• Business Administration
• Counseling
• Education 
•Engineering
• Family and Consumer Sciences
• Human Resources Development
• Occupational Therapy
• Social Work I H V ~]
Take the next step toward your dream job by going to 
.wmich.edu/grandrapids or calling (616) 771-9470
formation.
Grand Rapids
Western Michigan University x m
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